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Council changes in future Wednesday events

By Mike Doerr
Staff Writer.

Campus Council is considering
a change that would restructure its
responsibilities.
Campus Council member and
SGA president Eli Lewine '05
said the measure would "redefine
our focus back toward the issues
of campus climate." Campus
Council was first created to handle
issues of campus climate. Lewine
commented that recently Campus
Council has been, "putting projects over its original focus."
Campus Council Chair Arvil
Gonzalez '05 has proposed a general need for change within the
council.
Gonzalez stated that
council and SGA need to "reexamine and define the roles that

'

each organization has with relation to the student body, the faculty, the administration, the trustees
and ultimately each other."
Lewine has something more
specific in mind. He stated that he
wants to, "give students a more
direct link to the policy making
process," by allowing SGA proposals to go straight to the executive board. This does not mean
that Campus Council will be giving up powers to the SGA.
Campus Council will still maintain rights to review charters and
budgets. "Everything that's functionally handled by Campus
Council ... will still be handled by
Campus Council," Lewine said.
Currently, for an SGA proposal
to be enacted, the proposal first
has to be submitted by the SGA

to Campus Council where it is
debated on by the members of the
council. It then moves from the
council to the executive board,
where the final decision is made.

observe AIDS Day

The proposed changes would
allow the SGA to directly
policy and programs to the
executive council, streamlining
prd-po-

'

se

ID

the process.
Both Lewine and Gonzalez see
a need to better connect SGA and
Campus Council to the desires of
the students. Gonzalez hopes to
turn Campus Council into more of
a forum for students, teachers, and
administrators "that will allow,
positive change to the entire campus community." Lewine hopes
that the redefining of SGA will
allow, "changes the students feel
would be relevant to them."

C

2004 Faculty at Large series ends

cussing

"Reading

-

By Erica Seng
Staff Writer

"Witchcraft is tied to misogyny. 80 to 85 percent of those who died resulting from witchcraft
trials were women. "

The final Faculty at Large lecture took place at 1 1 a.m. on Nov.
30 in 009 Severance Hall with
Linda Hults, professor of art, dis-

Witchcraft

Art,
Images:
Politics,
Masculinities." Hults focused on
artists and the theme of witchcraft
in early modern Europe.
Hults showed witchcraft images
by artists Hans Baldung Grien,
Frans Francken II, Francisco
Goya, Albrecht Durer and
Salvator Rosa.
Hults wanted to point out that
although her lecture focused on
paintings and etchings, in England
most of the art surrounding witchcraft was expressed through the
theater. Hults chose to show
images from the late 15th century
to the 18th century because during
the enlightenment interest in
witchcraft was waning in society.
In the 1430s modern conceptions
of witchcraft started to contain
crimes against Christianity.
Hults pointed out in the images

--

she discussed that several objects
were commonly used to visually
suggest witchcraft; such as mirrors, bones, halogens, skulls of
fetuses and images of witches
sucking blood from fetuses and
"witches' bullets" which were
objects covered with hay or cloth
used for shooting victims. Also
occasionally shown was the "hand
of glory," a pickled human hand
of a criminal that was believed to
hold the power to paralyze a person when the fingers were lit on
fire and held up in that person's
direction.
Hults also pointed out the
prevalence of canteens and
sausages, demonstrating that the
witches "were preparing to travel
to orgiastic gatherings called
Sabbath."
Hults explained the common
perception during the 15th century to the 18th century was that
witches could not actually physi- -'

Linda Hults

cally fly. Rather, Hults said it was
believed that women were "deluded by the devil to think they could
fly, and they could be deluded in
this manner due to what the public
considered innate female weakness and evil."
Another interesting progression
in witchcraft art was that in earlier centuries only peasant women
were portrayed as witches, but in
later works even elite women

dressed

in

expensive Spanish

clothes could be seen as witches.
Hults pointed out that mejn at
this time would buy witchcraft
paintings and add them to collections they called "curiosity cabinets," yet the same curiosity that
led women to want to understand
witchcraft was not acceptable in
society. Buyers of witchcraft art
were normally lawyers or academics. Hults said these people
bought this art because it con-Se- e

uHults,page 3
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Christabel Dadzie '04 distributes information and sells awareness
bracelets in Lowry as a part of UJAMAA's observation of World AIDS
Day, Dec L (Photo by Caroline Hotra).

Hults lecture addresses witchcraft images
By Leah Koontz
Asst. News Editor

i

'

For the second year, UJAMAA
(a campus organization named
after the Swahili word for 'unity')
led the campus in an observation
of World AIDS Day.
World Summit of Ministers of
(Acquired
Health on AIDS
Immune Deficiency Syndrome) in
January 1988 over 140 nations
have adopted a global AIDS day.
This day occurs annually on Dec.
1. The purpose of this day is to
raise awareness - about this
destructive disease, both at home
and abroad.
Free and confidential AIDS
testing was done on Tuesday, Nov.
30. Volunteer nurse Tina Nicolas
from the Wooster Hospital performed this service. It was avail

inside

able from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the
Wellness Center. During lunch
and dinner in Lowry Student
Center UJAMMA representatives
were selling AIDS bracelets for
two dollars. On Dec. 1 there was
a showing of "Philadelphia" followed afterwards by a discussion.
VMany people came for the
AIDS testing and we've had to
make a waiting list for the
Alex
bracelets," said
Kyeremsten '06.
This past year UJAMMA was
also responsible for an AIDS
Bazaar.
They distributed free
information, sold items made by
Namibian AIDS patients and held
a group discussion on this subject.
"We hope to set up a Bazaar
every other year to call attention
to AIDS and to the people affect-Se- c
co-chairm- an

"Awareness," page 2

.

Share the holiday spirits: Voice editors pick their
favorite winter drink recipies. For more, see page 8.
Uz Miller reviews the Pixies reunion tour on page 9.
A special feature about the Goliard. See pages 6 and 7.
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News
Editors: Liz Miller

Justin L Hart Asst. Editor Leah Koontz

MUN a learning experience
By Jakob Meils
Staff Writer

3

Twenty-on- e
from
delegates
Wooster's Model United Nations
the United
team represented
Republic of Tanzania and the
country of Sweden at the American
Model United Nations conference
held in Chicago Nov. 20 to 23.
The American Model United
Nations (AMUN) is an organization that provides students with a
better understanding of the United
Nations (UN) diplomatic process.
Model United Nations (MUN)
works with current world affairs
issues to establish policies, just as
is done in the UN Students who
attend MUN simulate the role of
delegates from assigned countries.
In preparation, Wooster students
have met weekly since September
to become familiar with how the
UN works and to get to know the
policies of the countries they represent. In order to be on the team,
students go through a selection
process that includes two mock
simulations.
Students are chosen on the basis
of speaking ability, knowledge of
international concepts and understanding of the rules of the UN
Committees.
The AMUN competition simulates several of the real United
Nations Committees such as the
General Assembly committees, the
Economic and Social Council,
Commission,
Sustainable
on
Development, the International
Atomic Energy Agency and the
International Court of Justice and

11

if
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Members of the College Model United Nations team pose for a photo
during the American Model United Nations conference in Chicago.
(Photo courtesy ofThiriHein, MUN).
the Security Council which holds
one additional emergency simulation that lasts all night.
The Wooster Delegations participated in all the General Assembly
committees, and discussed issues
from disarmament to humanitarian
aid.
The team was active in setting
policies
for their respective
regions, and successful in coming
to difficult compromises and policy decisions regarding controversial issues. This year's team, led by
head delegates Divya Mehra '05
and Christopher Beck '06, included several talented underclassmen.
"The team did very well, especially considering it was very
young," Vice President of Wooster
MUN Reneta Dimitrova '06 said,
and
"With so many first-yeasophomores, it was a very good
learning experience."
Ted Hickey '08 was one such
rs

first year, gaining experience as a
member of the Economic and
Council
representing
Social
Sweden. As many first years typically start off in the General
Assembly, Hickey's work with the
Economic and Social Council was
especially impressive.
Andrew Flechtner '08 gained
experience working with a committee focused on debt relief in
Tanzania.
"I thought the team did really
well," Flechtner said. "We were
able to help draft a couple of the
resolutions which ended up passing. I definitely had a good time
and I learned a lot."
The Model UN program will be
representing Benin at the National
MUN Conference this spring.
Next fall, the team will again
the
American
to
return
Conference to represent Greece
and Mexico.

AIDS awareness raised at Woo
Awareness
continued from p.
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ed by it," Christabel Dadzie '04,
president of UJAMMA said.
AIDS
and HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency Virus) .have
become an international concern.
For almost 20 years now AIDS
has become a fatal epidemic. The
HIV virus attacks the human
immune system and weakens it to
the extent that it can no longer
work properly. When the immune

system deteriorates to a certain
point, HIV becomes AIDS. When
the immune system reaches that
point it can no longer repel disease. The body then becomes vulnerable. An individual could not
notice symptoms of HIV for
almost a decade. There is no cure.
Over 60 million people have
been infected with AIDS since
this epidemic began.
Three
million
lives were
claimed internationally in the
2001 alone. In 2002 this figure

increased

100,000 lives. Last year 37.6 million individuals worldwide have
been diagnosed with HIV. This
epidemic is not going to go away
without help.
AIDS,
dangerous
while
throughout the world, is especially lethal in poorer nations. Africa
has been dealt a severe blow by
this virus. In the year 2003, 3.2
million new people were identified with HIV infections. Africa
lost 2.3 million lives as a result of
AIDS this past year.

Moot Court competitive
debates held at College
By Melinda Jacobs
Staff Writer
Two weekends ago, on Nov. 19
and 20, the Wayne County Bar
'
Association held the 2004
American Collegiate Moot Court
(ACMC) Association Midwest
at the
Regional Tournament
College of Wooster, Wooster was
one of the five schools that participated in the tournament.
Moot Court competitions are a
type of speech and debate event
used in the field of law and prelaw as a way of preparing students
for the real world. Not to be confused with mock trial, moot court
is a recreation of an appellate
court in which students act out the
parts of attorneys debating in front
of a panel of judges. The students
are asked questions about the
case, their position on the issue,
constitutional issues addressed in
the case, and the issues that support or do not support their side of
the argument.
Teams are made up of two people, one representing the lobbyist
and the other representing the
respondent. The cases can be
either real or hypothetical and
have two different constitutional
questions so each student can
focus on one. ACMC chooses
issues that will attract student
interest.
This year's case was State of
Olympus Department of Social
Services v. William and Mary
DeNolf, and addressed the issue
of the Fourth Amendment and
unreasonable search and seizures.'
Students have to be prepared for
anything, as the judges can ask
question that go beyond the
2003-200-

4

bounds of just the constitutional
question.
Wooster was excited to be one
of the teams competing in the
competitions. Wooster has been
recognized nationally in the Moot
Court program the past two years.
Wooster's Moot Court team is
prosponsored by the Pre-Lagram, but is open to any student
who
wishes to participate.
Wooster's
are history
major Mike Broda '06 and
English major Natalie Miller '06.
"Moot Court is a very realistic
simulation of how the Supreme
Court actually works. Our hypothetical case is argued using actual Supreme Court, Circuit Court
and District Court rulings,"
Broda said. "This means that
Moot Court competitors truly gain
a firsthand understanding about
how the actual judicial system
operates," he added.
The top eight teams from the
competition advanced to the quarter-final
competition on Saturday
Nov 27. at 8:30 p.m. and the final
round began at 11 a.m. in Lean
Lecture Room in Wishart Hall.
The top six teams or the top 12
individuals will continue on to the
Arlington, Texas for the National
Moot Court competition.
"Hopefully this tournament can
be a springboard for a similar performance by the team at nationals
in Texas this January," said Broda.
"I think everything went really
well," said Eric Roscoe '07. "We
were better prepared this year than
we were last." This year Wooster
took seven of eight top places and
w

co-captai- ns

-

also received many individual
honors.

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault For
assistance contact
Longbrake

Ext 2319

PamFrese

Kaukel29A
Kauke7
Kauke8

Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer

The Lilly House
Westminster Church

Ext 2357
Ext 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2301

Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon

Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 2601 To report an assault contact the Wooster
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or
or. Security at Ext 2590.
330-264-33-

by

approximately

Ext 2208

33,
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Clayton unweaves "Odyssey" web

Deutsch placed on
administrative leave

By Justin L. Hart
News Editor

A memo to admissions staff

and other members of the campus community released on
Dec. 1 announced Director of
Admissions Paul Deutsch's
departure from the College
effective immediately.
Deutsch came to Wooster in
the summer of 2003.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Iain Crawford said "Mr.
Deutsch is on administrative
leave and people have been
informed."
While he declined to discuss
further details, Crawford said
the college is working to find
an interim director of admissions "within the next week."
2002 honorary degree

awardee found dead
Author Iris Chang, awarded
an honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane
by the College,Avas found deSri
as a result of
apparent
wound on Nov. 10.
She was 36 years old.
Chang was best known for
her books "The Rape of
Nanking" and "The Chinese in
America."
.

LettersjoyXE
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Silent auction to be held
today in Lowry Pit
The women of Delta Phi
Alpha are sponsoring their
first annual silent auction
today from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Lowry Pit.
Winners will be announced
following the auction and proceeds from the auction will go
to to the Wayne and Holmes
County United Way.

I GET YOUR COPY OF !
SCOT-FRE-E
TODAY!
Quizzes, advice from Stan
Hales, the best cheap beers
and morel Pick one up in
Lowry Center.
'Siol-Fre-

e

is $3. Freedom isn V free.

Spring Break 2003. Travel wim
ETS, America's 1 student tout
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun.
Acapuco. Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring
reps.
Cal tor group otscourrrs.
inlorrnalkxvTteservaaars
&-4fi49or

1-BOOt-

on-camp- us

www.ststravel.com.
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Barbara Clayton, a visiting proat Oberlin
lecture on
Wednesday, Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Hall of Wishart
Hall, entitled "Penelope's Web
and the Poetics of Unweaving."
The lecture dealt with the
ancient Greek poem "The
Odyssey" by Homer. Clayton
placed particular focus on the
character Penelope, who weaves
on her loom as she waits for her.
husband Odysseus' return from
war. Penelope keeps away her
suitors
who believe her husband is dead
with the excuse
that she has to finish weaving a
funeral shroud for her father.
Every night Penelope unravels
the weaving she had done that day
so that her suitors are kept as bay
for three years until Odysseus
returns.
"The Odyssey" is a poem that is
famously
Clayton
said. By this she explained she
meant that "The Odyssey" "likes to
showcase its own composition."
An example of this the way that the
story of Penelope putting off lher
suitors with her weaving is
recounted three times in "The
Odyssey." "Her story is unique,"
Clayton said. "It's the only event to
be repeated in this way."

fessor of classics
College, gave a

self-referentia-

Penelope's weaving is used as a
metaphor for poetry and storytelling. Clayton discussed this
metaphorical theme by explaining
the Odyssey's use of the Greek
word metis, which Clayton translated as "cunning intelligence."
Often in the poem, there is mention of weaving metis, or telling a
clever tale or deception, such as
when
Odysseus tricks the
Cyclops. "Metis is a concept that
is
connected to weaving,"
Clayton said. Therefore, when
Odysseus is described as weaving
metis, he is tacitly being compared and identified with his wife
Penelope.
"Penelope ... is very much
aware of herself as a weaver,"
Clayton said. Clayton explained
how women in ancient Greece
were known to weave complex
patterns and pictures into their
work. These pictures often
showed scenes from stories. Thus,
Penelopes' weaving is further
identified with storytelling.
'
Penelope's weaving is not finished for three years, during which
time she continuously takes apart
what she has woven and starts
again. Clayton likened .this to the
like the
wayrin which stories
story of Penelope and her suitors
can be retold, often with different details and from different
angles
perspectives.
or
"Penelope's web blurs the lines
between object and process,"

l,"

--

(fii

It
Barbara Clayton, a visiting professor of classics at Oberlin College,
lecture on Wednesday in Wishart Hall (Photo by Joel Servillo).
Clayton said. The process of

resents, for Clayton, a type of
"feminine poetics."
"Penelope's feminine speech
becomes the opposite of men's
speech," Clayton said. Because
Penelope does not, as a woman in
her society, have approved access
to the right of public speech, her
speech does not have a purpose or
fulfillment, like her unfinished
weaving. Clayton ultimately said
that she viewed Penelope's narrative weaving as subversive of
these proscribed gender roles, and
that the unfinished potential of
Penelope's weaving as "a gesture
of inclusiveness that I find to be
profoundly feminine."

weaving is continually left unfinished, and the object she weaves
is continually filled with the
potential of what it could become.
Clayton discussed a passage in
the Odyssey in which, when
Penelope tries to enter into one of
the conversations of the men, her
son tells her to go back inside and
work on her weaving, saying that
publicly spoken words are the
business of men. Thus, Penelope
is consigned to what Clayton
called the "private and closed"
space of the house, which was a
woman's expected domain. It is
here that Penelope's weaving rep

.

Hults explores gender and art in lecture
Hults
continued from p.

1

firmed their rationality by showing images of what they considered to be the opposite of themselves, the fantastical.
In addition, Hults said, "the
male artists themselves could use
this fantasy as an artistic theme,
but due to their masculine identity, were thought to be able to control it with reason." Most artists
chose to start experimenting with
the theme of witchcraft at times of
pivotal change in their life or
career, according to Hults.
In later centuries, some artwork tried to show that the torture of those suspected of witchcraft may have been as evil as the

witchcraft itself, but these images
still used many of the same
objects to portray witches and
r
in
j.
demons. Hults said, "Witchcraft
is tied to misogyny because 80 to
I85 percent of those, who died
-'
resulting from witchcraft trials
'
were women."
"My basic point is how these
;
!
!
I
.' 4 !
images defined male artists. by
f
defining the feminine other, and
it is important to analyze how
these male artists chose to create
and sell their art depicting witchcraft," Hults said.
Iain Crawford, vice president of academic affairs, listens to the final
For those interested in learning
Faculty at Large lecture delivered by art history professor Linda Hults
more about the gender ideology
(pictured above) on Tuesday afternoon in Severance Hall (Photo by
surrounding witchcraft images,
Sajal Sthapit).
Hults recommended the books
an article published in "Signs:
"Six Books on Magic" by Martin ' V Hults is the author of "The Print
of Women and Culture in
Journal
World: An
Western
in
the
del Rio and "On the Tricks of
Soqiety,",..,.,"
Introductory History" and, ha? had.
Demons" by Johann Weyer.
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Editor Matthew Foulds

Voice Editorials

Parisian respond to election

Represents the opinion of the Voice Editorial Board

Show some football pride

To the editors,
Being in Paris before, during and
after the American presidential
elections hasn't been easy. I have
to admit that I was depressed for
days after John Kerry lost. But
rather than mope around being bitter, I decided to take advantage of
my situation and interview a group
of French students studying history
at the Sorbonne to get their view on
Americans and the results of the
election.
I talked to a group of six students
who were all very eager to share
their opinions. For me, there were
three extremely important issues at

At Wooster, we spend a lot of time recognizing academic achievement. Every year, those who excel in both academic and extracurricular areas receive awards and honors. With this in mind, we think
that it is especially appropriate at this time to deviate from the norm
and to recognize the outstanding achievement of the football team.
These young men demonstrated both determination and skill and
made school history. They brought to our college extra recognition
from fellow institutions as well as the ability to be proud of something other than our Independent Study. It is true that the manner in
which their season ended was disappointing, however it is important
not to let recent disappointment overshadow months of extraordinary
athletic performance. Although we here at the college have many different extracurricular interests, even those who did not make it to all
the games this season should recognize the team for accomplishing
what we all commonly strive for at Wooster, exciting achievement in
whatever it is we chose to do.

An undeniable and intense fitness craze has swept across America
in recent years. People are now more than ever are focused on good
health and physical fitness. Colleges all across the country have
noticed and capitalized on the trend by offering campuses complete
with state of the art fitness centers that can accommodate students of
all fitness levels. Wooster does offer numerous facilities and intramural activities, however for a student looking for a flexible-worout
schedule, what's available isn't always conducive. Wooster's gym is
cramped and often crowded. Compared to other Ohio colleges,
Wooster's gym is severely lacking space and diversity in equipment.
College is a place where students need to be pushed to develop:
mind, spirit, and body. Reasoning that money allocations cannot
always fund every request, and that academic buildings and resident
halls must take priority, it remains surprising that Wooster would not
take an opportunity to capitalize on the growing trend of physical fitness and create a gym that would attract health conscious students.

Four weeks ago, in the Nov. 5
edition of the Voice, I expressed
my discontentment with the handling of my tuition by the

Business
Office.
On Oct. 15
of this year, I

k
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billed
was
for:
$322
"Private Music

Lessons"

which have been covered by
tuition for more than 13 years.
The deadline for the lessons'
payment was Nov. 11, 2004. I
made a phone call to the
Business Office and received
evasive feedback. I immediately
wrote an editorial and submitted
it to the Voice. The piece ran and
lots of students gave me positive
feedback about my situation and
opinion. Yet, I still had no formal
response or resolution from the

JHE WOOSTERyOICE
Christopher

See DFrance,Q page 5

Shady tuition antics reversed

Woo needs to get physical

Managing Editor
Associate Editor:
Chief Suff Photographer:
Chief Copy Editor.
News Editors:

cited fear of terrorism as the number one reason. They understand
the fear of terrorism and do not
blame. Americans for wanting to
live in a country where they feel
safe. But at the same time they did
not understand why Bush would do
a better job of securing the nation
than Kerry. He made the nation an
even larger terrorist target by
invading Iraq and infuriating the
international community.
One girl blamed the election
results on America's Puritan roots.
The French, they told me, have
practically forgotten about religion.

stake in this election: Iraq, the
economy and healthcare. For the
students I talked to, there was only
one: Iraq. For them, to vote for
Bush is to support the war in Iraq.
But the number of people who
voted for Bush and the number of
people who approve of the way
things are being handled in Iraq do
not match up. Which means people
voted for Bush in spite of their
opinions on Iraq. This does not
make sense to the French, and it
shouldn't make sense to us either.
When asked if they could .think
of other reasons why people would
vote for Bush, my ' interviewees

,

Business Office.
A month later, on the deadline,
I received a piece of mail from
the Business Office. I opened it
to find all of my scholarships and
loans totaled offsetting my outstanding tuition balance. On an
attached page, where there was
"PRIVATE
once
MUSIC
LESSONS" it read "CANCEL
MUSIC CHARGE." The change
was quite a relief and definitely a
pleasant surprise.
I had intended to fight the
Business Office through a drawn
.out, .battle, oyer, .the balance

ascribed to me. Feeling that my
phone call didn't have much resonance in the Business Office, I
spoke with my instructor, Tom
Fries. He gave me access to the
handbooks given to him at the
beginning of each semester as
well as his account of prior
billing practices regarding music
lessons here at the College.
Being' the type man that he is,
Mr. Fries vowed to make sure
that the bill was taken care of one
way or another.
With the information gathered
through Mr. Fries, I was able to
write my editorial and ultimately
get my balance corrected. I now
hope to speak, to my fellow students faced with similar situations. I encourage all other students billed in an untimely man- ner to demand that their balance-b- e
retracted. I would also like to
use this editorial as a testimonial
about the power of the press.
The satisfactory results of my
tuition situation can be accredited mainly to the Voice. The handling of my billing would not
have received much attention if
not for the editorial that I submitted to the Voice. The Viewpoints
column is an incredible resource
for dissatisfied students, staff,
faculty and community members.
In a hectic time of controversy
here on campus, the opportunity
to present your thoughts and
opinions in print should be cher- ; ished. If not for direct results
v ;. j. Uv.;;,.
'

,

(like I received), the power to
write editorials should be used to
simply express views in a professional and wide spanning forum.
I frequently am a member of,
or bystander in, conversations
that discuss situations that upset
or offend students. On rare occasions, I am also in the vicinity of

conversations
revolve
that
around praise and satisfaction
about campus life and community standards.
The opinions
expressed freely in dorms,
Lowry, Kittredge and various
other places on campus are relevant expressions of students, but
seldom make it beyond the circle
in which the conversation takes
place.
Students should use our newspaper as a means of expression to

grievances,

ideas and -thoughts that matter discussed in
public spaces. In efforts to
change the things on campus that
get

are dissatisfactory to many students (racial climate, tuition raises, WCWS policy changes the
Honor Code, ANYTHING) students should use the Voice as a
means to turn small conversadiations into a community-wid- e
logue. Using the Voice as a tool
of expression saved me $322.
Take advantage of this power and
see what you stand to gain.
Torres is the cartoonist for the
He can be reached for comment at WTorreswooster.edu '
Voice.
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minority students. Such students
are not rare.
Many of them
choose not to attend Wooster, opting for colleges and universities
possessing more diverse populations within their institutions and
in their surrounding communities.

- mm

m

w

the diversity"

w

w

--

'
To the editors,
12
The Nov.
article about the
declining enrollments of international and minority students could
have been worded with more sensitivity. For example, the sentence reading "the higher the academic quality profile of your students, the harder it is to find
minority students who fit that profile" seemed to suggest a general
scarcity of academically talented

I love

"I feel very

.

A little sensitivity?

.

Susan Lee
Assistant Dean of Students
Director of Multi-ethnStudent Affairs
--

ic

Houck's too vicious
To the editors,
I am writing in response to Mr.
Davis Houck's diatribe in the Nov.
19 issue

of the

Voice. His rant has

multiple targets, not many of them
clearly related (a failure of propo-sitio- ):
the College's development
office, the History and English
the
College's
departments,
"hypocrisy" as it clings to "appearances." In making these charges,
Mr. Houck offers little in the way
of confirmatio (proof). But I am
willing to ignore his minor lapses.
Mr. Houck's calumny, I will not
ignore. He is not satisfied with the
disarray of his unjustified claims (a
form of rhetoric derided by
Socrates as inculcating belief with

Mr. Houck,
out knowledge).
relentless,
launches an ad
hominem attack on President Stan
Hales, linking an indeed regrettable moment in the College's history to an implication that somehow President Hales may have
caused the incident for his own
benefit and is now punishing the
Communications Department with
his
power. Surely, such a
vicious claim stoops toward the
scurrilous, reaches for the kind of
argument true rhetoricians would
call apodioxis
impertinent,
needless, absurd, wicked and false.
ill-gott-

en

-- Henry D. Herring
Department of English

French for Mr. Kerry
France
continued from p. 4
The idea of basing their vote on
issues like gay marriage, abortion
research was
rights and stem-ce- ll
ridiculous to them. The French
keep their morals and theiLprivate
lives out of politics. The mayor of
Paris is openly gay and nobody
cares. The fact that George Bush is
born-agai- n
Christian
a pro-lifwho is faithful to his wife means
nothing to the French. They personally don't think it is any of their
business. They want someone who
is going to lead their nation, not be
their conscience.
When I posed the question a little differently and asked why they
thought Kerry didn't win the election, they said it was because
Americans don't like intellectuals.
Americans want a president who is
smart, but who drinks beer and
watches football in, his.spare- - time. .
But the French don't want their
e,

leaders to be likeable, they want
them to be capable. You wouldn't
catch Jacques Chirac wearing jeans
and a cowboy hat (or whatever the
French equivalent may be) to win
support. It just isn't done. A lot of
Americans felt like Kerry was out
oftouclLwitli theordinary citizen..
But what die Americans call out of
touch, the French would call professional.
Unfortunately, my interviewees
said that they
only
liked Kerry because he had some
French heritage and could speak
French. It makes me sad that John
Kerry's
didn't get
message
through. I was not one of those
"anyone but Bush" voters. I really
believed in John Kerry. I would
have been proud to say that John
Forbes Kerry was my president.
He,would have made me proud to
say I was an American. But right
now, especially in Paris, it's hard to
be, proud of that,
rn i . v
-- Vanessa Lange '06
half-joking- ly

DEFINITELY NOT RACIST, SEXIST, HOMOPHOBIC OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT
Will

Torres is in fact literate and can be reached at ...

voicecartoonswooster.edu

WCWS becoming format-fu- ll
To the editors,
I'm a DJ for the College radio
station. A lot of changes that have
been taking place lately, and I'm
getting worried about a little station's big aspirations. College
radio stations have a history of
being the edgy force on the airwaves. They give people a chance
to hear music that isn't filtered
through the five corporations that
we
control
most of what
hearseefeel. However, lately the
management has been pushing the
station towards a more "professional" format, tearing our station
away from its indie roots.
The first big change was block
programming. The station's motto
has always been "Format free for
your protection," but when I
signed up at show draw last year,
they asked which genre timeslot I
k
would like. I ain't no
like
only one
pony, and I don't
genre of music, so luckily I was
able to find one of the few remaining spots that actually stayed true
one-tric-

treed.
to the format-fre- e
Next, they upped the
radio meeting quota from once a
month to every other week.
Instead of fostering a community
of progressive ideas and creative
programming, it creates an enviDJs using
ronment of pissed-of-f
their free time to listen to each
member of management update.
Everyone is annoyed if discussion
begins, because its just more time
wasted in a place we don't want to
be. I am not DJ-in- g
for credit,
everything I do is voluntary,
because I enjoy it; but I certainly
do not enjoy those meetings.
But, theylell ussound excised on the air; sound professional."
No, I am a brooding college student and this is not my job. Most
DJs just want to have fun playing
music we like. People listen to college radio because it's gritty and
unpolished. If some one wants to
listen to pristine top 40, with DJs
with "radio voices" and constant
charisma, then my show is proba
all-sta- ff

-

bly not for you, and I'm okay with
that. I understand that there are
FCC regulations that must be followed, but I don't think following
those entails removing the underground soul of college radio.
And that brings us to the last
straw: at the last meeting they
spoke about the possibility of
sponsorship for our little nonprofit
educational station. Now, this is
still in the discussion stage, but the
ramifications could be devastating. I'll never step foot in that station again before I will be forced
to say something on the air like
"this next hour of hot jams has
'been Drought to you by the good
people of Walmart."
90.9 FM, WCWS, Wooster
a
should embrace what it is
and
small college radio station
stop trying to be something its not.
--

Shanna Wolthuis 06

editors note: woirnuis nas
been fired from the WCWS staff.

Editorial Policy
The Voice encourages all letters to the editors. Letters must include a telephone number, and
they must be received by 5 p.m. on Monday for Friday publication. Electronic submissions via
are encouraged to be sent to (voiceviewpointswooster.edu). The staff asks that letters be
limited to 500 words. Some letters may not be printed. The Voice reserves the right to condense,
hdld mid gamMtically proof anyUetterit receives
.
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In the Closet

Gbliard Previevf

Goliard enters 16th year with new look
additions to this year's schedule.
In the past, many editors of the
Goliard have limited themselves
to only publishing the magazine.
Bliley and Kavulic are expanding
the reach of the organization by
adding other activities
to the Goliard Schedule,
like workshops and
poetry readings.
"We plan to do a lot
this year," said Kavulic.
"We already
the Post Election
Poetry reading at Seattle's and
we are planning to do a children's
book reading"
Kavulic said that he has trav- -

By Andrew Waldman
Editor In Chief
The College's mixed media
student magazine, Goliard, will
enter its 16th season with a lot of
new changes.

Goliard,

which

publishes

Wooster students' poetry, prose,
music, photography and art, published its first issue in the spring
of 1990. The magazine initially
included poetry, prose, art and
photography but later added
music on a CD.
Editors In Chief Ann Marie
Bliley '05 and Michael Kavulic
'05 have been making a lot of

co-sponso- red

The day that I met Heather
Stevens she wanted to cut open
my middle to perform a stomach

operation.
Heather had just moved into a
house up the street, an ugly puke-yelloduplex with peeling paint
and no front yard. The summer
with him and sold them.
after kindergarten, she was the
"I have made a few contacts,"
only other girl on the block, and
goliardwooster.edu.
for a while my mother was excitThe goliard, the mascot
Objects too large for submised because there was someone for
sion through campus mail can be
of Woo's media magame to play with other than the
zine, is a traveling Latin
submitted by contacting Kavulic
boys. They liked to play rough
scholar who sings lewd,
or Bliley.
and often sent me home crying:
songs (image courtesy
The poetry, art and prose
"Your eyes are turning purple
of Goliard).
included on pages 6 and 7 of the on the edges, and that means that
Voice were originally published
you have a germ in your stomach
said Kavulic.
in past issues of the Goliard.
that can make you die. I have to
Goliard accepts submissions Two of the included works
operate to save you. Now lay
from students only, the magazine
are composed by current down and pull up your shirt,"
is published once annually near
Wooster students.
Heather directed, holding a rustfrom a beer can
ed pull-ta- b
which she had seen lying in her
driveway.
We were standing on the other
side of the alley which my mother
wind as it blows off the ocean on
stretch with him until it didn't
had forbidden me to cross. The
have to be that he was wearing
the coast of New England in whole neighborhood had gathered
February. He would pause after he
anything. And as a result, Elihu
around us, forming a circle of
woke and before he moved to
Tucker was a free man. He was
squirming, sweating boys with
mentally locate his extremeties,
not a suit with naked man inside;
shorts and freckled
d
and then he'd feel the slide of faces.
he was a naked man in a suit, and
sheets on his limbs as he slowly
that made all the difference.
I lowered my head, checking
in
early
morning
this:
Elihu
them
gathered
The secret was
out the ground below me. There
always thought of himself as darkness. The texture of carpet
were small shards of green glass
naked. No matter what he put on
and bathroom floors underfoot from a broken beer bottle under
his body, somewhere, deep down,
were always noticed and appreci- -' my feet, along with pieces of
under all of those layers, he was " ated. He especially treasured the
gravel which would be too large
with
rubbed
his
face
gently
all
naked.
This
is
true
of
feel of
always
to stand on comfortably without
cool water in cupped hands before
people, but Elihu was one of the
shoes
let alone to lie on with
few who lived like he believed it.
coffee ...
naked
back ...
my
v
He took time to concentrate on the
feeling of his clothes against his
by Melissa Wagner '96
skin as keenly as one feels on

eled around Ohio to promote the
magazine and learn about other
similar magazines. Kavulic has
taken a few copies of Goliard

the end of the school year. The
date of publication has not been
announced for the 16th edition.
Submissions are due Feb. 1 and
can be submitted to the Goliard
at
or by
mailbox
(C-319- 0)

w

e-m- ail

The Naked Man in Your Subway Car
Elihu Tucker liked being naked.
It didn't have to be full nakedness.
As much as hands or face or bare
feet would do. He simply liked the
feel of air against his skin. Cold,
bitter air that bit his face and fingernails and made him feel his
own resilience. Hot, wet air thick
with love or mosquitoes. Light,
breezy air that just barely made
him conscious of his skin with its
easy touch. Really anywhere-in-betwee- n
air, just as long as it
made him aware of that skin, the
infinite set of lines and points and
planes that wrapped around him
so snuggly between inside and
outside.
As you might have guessed,

I

iii...

Elihu Tucker was not the kind of
man who walked around in his
clothes. Rather, he was the kind
of man who walked around with
his clothes merely on. When he
had to wear them, his shirt and tie
hung from his shoulders as if from
a nice wooden hanger. The space
between himself and his clothes
was always perceptible, if only
slightly, but which nevertheless
gave him a strong fluidity of
Arms slid around
movement.
within the air inside his sleeves.
His tie hung around his collar and
not his neck. His belt held his
pants up without strapping him in.
Rather than stretching against his
clothes, he made his clothes

I

wo

ifiii
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by Julie Draper '05
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by Teg Smith '93
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Night
Into
Dawn

Center Illustration: Self Portrait by John
Swartz '92 (from Goliard no. 1)

After
He drives home with the smell of lipstick and saliva
On his upper lip. Lightning streaks
Horizontally across the sky and rain splatters the windshield.
Stiff like it is when he gets up in the morning, his
Hair is all messed up; it lies unnaturally like a
Streak across his forehead. He can't fix it.
He turns up the radio: I could spend my
Life with a girl like you, Ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba.

iii. gent(i)le history.

ft sV--

i want to learn

h

to say
the Hebrew prayers.

He runs in the rain from the car to the porch. Thunder
Makes the glass knickknacks on his mom's etagere rattle like
clumsy voyeurs.
His parents are in the kitchen watching the late news
And eating popcorn. They are wearing shapeless pajamas,
Stained from years of use and
snacks.
"Hi, Vernon," his mom says. "How was the
Movie?" She drops a piece of popcorn onto her waiting mouth
and
Crunches it. "Good," he says on his way down to the basement
With his head down. The basement smells red and wet.
late-nig-

i want to honor

the strength
of the human spirit,
the miracle
of faith in
a better tomorrow.

ht

want to see you
greet your pain
with a willingness
to rise from it.
i

In the basement, he switches on the bright white bathroom light

to look
At his face. He was afraid that his cheeks and chin, were
Smeared with makeup from rubbing his
Face up against hers. Everybody knew she
Wore an awful lot of makeup. He pushes his fingers into
His eyes. Out, damn spot.

Aftermath

The storm punishes the house. He leans up next to the
Mirror, his face almost touching
Its reflection. Nothing. Maybe a red smudge on the jawline.
But nothing shows. Nothing to worry about, certainly.
Nothing incriminating.
Nobody need know.
Good.
His hair is wet and stringy from the rain; his skin looks shiny.
He scrubs his face.

by Eric Pfeffinger '92 (fromGoKard no. 3)
iftjetv

nothing 4twt
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want to know
how you survived Hades
on six pomegranate seeds,
human nature powering
a resurrection.
i

Cm

by Jaqui Schedler '06
(from Goliard no. 15)

am so fucking sick
of all these
I

pseudo-dee-

.

p

twisted shards of broken dreams
gaze into the abyss
sever your head to spite your face type poems.

2004 Woo grad has
room for rent over
break. It's cheaper than

Why don't you just admit it
You dumped her because she wore acid washed jeans.

living on Campus!

Call Pam (330)201-

-

1529.

by Audra Variakojis J92 (from Goliard no. 6)
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Features

Angel Pappalardo

Editors: Melissa Simmelink

Spice up holiday season with festive spirits
--

1

--

1

Between shopping, cooking, parties and annoying relatives, the holidays can be a stressful time. For
those members of the campus community that are of appropriate age,'
a holiday beverage may be just
what you need to make those family
and holiday parties
bearable
provided you do not
drive, of course.
From the traditional eggnog, to
more modern twists on classic
drinks, this is your guide to concocting the best beverages for you
and those irritating relatives.
Here are a few humble suggestions from the Voice staff. Cheers!

Hot Buttered Rum

get-togeth-

ers

- 3 parts Sprite

oz lemon juice
slice lemon

By Elizabeth Yuko
Editor In Chief

EEflslbitfi.

tsp powdered sugar
cup boiling water

--

1

--

1

--

leuprum

--

'

- .5 oz creme de cacao blue

1

--

Chocolate Candy Cane
1 cup of hot chocolate
1 shot of peppermint
--

--

--

1

--

1

-

1

Bottle champagne
can frozen cranberry juice
lime (garnish)

Christmas Cheer
Mulled Wine

--

- 3 cups water

--

1

--

12 cloves

Drunk on Christmas

Illustration by Cassi Sattazahn

- 3 oz Midori (melon liqueur)

- 2 cinnamon sticks

lemon peel
- 750 ml red wine
-- 1 cup brandy
Simmer 3 cups water with,
sugar, cloves, cinnamon sticks
and iemon peel in a stainless steel
pot for 10 minutes. Add wine heat
to a coffee temperature (DO NOT
BOIL) then add the brandy.
--

12 shot eggnog
12 shot peppermint schnapps

cup sugar

--

1

schnapps

Classic Eggnog
Scotch Holiday Sonr
-- 1.5 oz scotch
-- 1 oz cherry brandy
-12 oz sweet vermouth

Holiday Cheer

--

.

Eycn Better Hot Chocolate
1 cup of hot chocolate
- 2 shots of Baileys Irish Cream

1.5 oz. tequila

- .75 oz blue curacao

tbsp butter
grated nutmeg
Place powdered sugar in a hot
tumbler and add boiling water,
rum and butter. Stir well and
sprinkle nutmeg on top.
--

dash cayenne pepper

1

--

6 egg yolks
1 cup sugar
- 2 cups milk
- leup light rum

---

cup bourbon
-- 1 tsp vanilla extract
-- 1 tsp salt
-- 1 cup whipping
cream
-- 6 egg whites
-- 1 cup sugar
- ground nutmeg
-

1

In a small mixing bowl beat egg
yolks till blended. Gradually add
14 cup sugar, beating at high speed
till thick and lemon colored. Stir in
milk, stir in rum, bourbon, vanilla
and salt. Chill thoroughly. Whip
cream. Wash beaters well. In a

- 2 oz Irish whiskey
-- 1 oz apple schnapps
- 4 oz sweet and sour
- Maraschino cherry
- Ice

large mixer bowl beat egg whites
till soft peaks form. Gradually add
remaining 14 cup sugar, beating to
stiff peaks. Fold yolk mixture and
whipped cream into egg whites.
Serve immediately. Sprinkle nutmeg over each serving. Serve in a
punch bowl or another big bowl.
NOTE: For a nonalcoholic eggnog,
prepare eggnog as above, except
omit the bourbon and rum and
increase the milk to 3 cups.

Candy Cane
-

1

34 oz peppermint

schnapps
34 oz creme de cacao
-12 oz Grenadine
-- half and half
- Sprite
-

Christmas Tree Water
--

t'

part dry gin

'

Take time to relax and enjoy
this holiday season!

Survival guide for last minute shopping in Wooster
By Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
If you didn't make it out to the
malls on the Friday after
Thanksgiving- for the shopping
kick off of the holiday season,
don't despair: there are still 23
shopping days left.
With amazing deals and clever
gift ideas at an array of shops all
located around Wooster, there are
plenty of opportunities to find the
perfect presents before winter
break even starts. The selection of
stores nearby will definitely satisfy all shoppers, from amateurs to
seasoned pros.
So make your list, check it
twice and get ready to shop!
The Pine Tree Barn is a charming Wooster landmark that is a
widely acclaimed shopping and
dining destination in Ohio.
Located at ,4374 Shreve J?oad,it is

minutes away from the College.
The Barn showcases an extensive
gift store that was initially created
in 1980 as a small Country
Christmas Shop.
Since then, it has grown to
include a professional floral and
gardening shop, a beautiful collection of 18th Century collecta-ble- s,
furniture and home accessories, in addition to a pleasing
selection of spa items. The atmosphere of the Barn is as enticing as
the shopping choices.
Elegantly decorated Christmas
trees scattered throughout the
store add to the holiday "excitement. The restaurant, which is
connected to the gift shop, serves
delicious soups perfect for a
and offers
snowy ' afternoon
luncheons fit to please any hungry shopper.
The Barn Gift Shop, is open this
holiday .season Monday, through

Saturday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and the restaurant serves lunch
between 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
seven days a week.
Everything Rubbermaid is a

store that makes Wooster
famous and doubles as the perfect gift shop that sells products
often requested by parents and
g
friends and
other
relatives.
home-ownin-

The ideal prices and diversity

of products ranging from

garden-

ing supplies to kitchen necessities
make the Rubbermaid store
attractive to customers.
Books are popular gift ideas for
family and friends, and are easily
customized to the interests of
even the hardest to please person.
The Wooster Book Company,
whose motto is "where minds and
imaginations meet,", offers an
impressive .coljectiori of books

with knowledgeable and enthusiastic help in choosing a book from
their wide selection of titles and
authors.
The Book Company indulges
its customers with gourmet coffee
or a glass of wine to make the
shopping experience especially
pleasant. The store is located in
downtown Wooster at 205 West
Liberty Street and is open for
business 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday and 9:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday and
Saturday.
The Gallery in the Vault, located in downtown Wooster at 105 E.
Liberty St. is the perfect store to
find unique and thoughtful gifts
suited to specialized tastes.
The Gallery sells jewelry, holiday ornaments, home decorations,
handmade crafts and scarves. The
two level shop holds business
hour throughout the week.
'

t

-

Lastly, but not to be overlooked, is a classic gift store conveniently accessible to any
Wooster student.
Thp Wilcnn RrmVctrirp nffrc a

i

fun selection of Wooster themed
gifts ranging from decorative holiday ornaments to adorable
stuffed animals. Apparel including everything from sweatshirts to
ties can be found in the store, and
a gift from the bookstore is a great
way to show the famous Scot
pride!
The bookstore holds hours
Monday through Thursday from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Friday
and Saturday from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., and with its convenient
location in Lowry Lobby, it's a
must to at least check out.
Have a plan for what jpu're
after, maintain your budget, and
most of all remember to keep the
holiday spirit at heart!
,
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Arts and Entertainment
Editors: Sarah Home

Upcoming
Events

Elizabeth Weiss

New ensemble makes debut

Wooster Chorus
Holiday Concert
123 and 125
8:15 p.m. and 4 p.m.

and staff.
For information, call:

t

Ext. 2419
Members of After These Messages
holiday concert (Photo by Caroline

Gault Recital Hall
The College of Wooster

Photography Exhibit
The History of Another:
Projections in Rome
Now through 1222
An exhibit of the work of
world renowned artist
Shimon Attie, who is known
for his photography and
installations. Attie 's
pieces combine images of
Roman Jews during the
early 1900s Qfid contemporary images of Roman
ruins.

By Sarah Stimson
Staff Writer
A new campus a cappella
group, After These Messages, is
geared up to make their public
debut next Friday.
Messages was formed this past
September in order to provide
Wooster singers a small vocal
group as an alternative to the larger choruses. Comprised of women
from every class year, it is the

first a cappella
experience
for
some
members
while others have
been a part of such

Billy Joel, James Taylor and Elvis
songs will be on the program.
Not only are they the newest
group on campus, but Messages
. has something no other a cappella
organizations since
group has: instruments. While this
high school.
may not be in keeping" with typiAfter
These
cal a cappella style, they feel it
Messages is the
will add to their performance
fourth a cappella
while maintaining the a cappella
group on campus
sound and appeal.
t
and the second all
According to Patterson, "instrufemale
group.
ments, other than the voice, just
rehearse for a
the
Others
.include
enhance some of the songs we are
Hotra).
C.O.W. Belles (also
singing, and in some songs, other
all women), Merry
instruments help set the mood,
Kuween of Skots (all men) and A
whether it be ethnic music or a
Round of Monkeys (mixed).
noise that defines the piece."
According to Emily Patterson
of Messages,
'06, the group is "working on a Patterson is a music education
bee-bo- p
50s tune and a few balmajor with a vocal emphasis. She
lads" but as it is a new group, they
has participated in many musical
"don't have an abundance of groups before and helped to start
music now." Traditional a cappelthis one because she wanted to be
la songs are in the works as well
part of a smaller group. Many of
as some show tunes, such as a
the members of Messages are
song from "Hairspray" and one
involved in other larger vocal
from "Oliver." Eventually some
groups on campus, so this is a way

OA1 v

The Wooster Chorus will
present its annual holiday
concert this weekend.
Admission is free to,
College students, faculty

Co-found-

er

to have a personal group

as well

as an opportunity to make connections with a few women who
share talent and love for singing.
The founders of the group
decided not to hold auditions, but
rather keep the group small by
asking fellow singers to join. Julia
Hendrickson '08 was asked by
Patterson to join Messages.
"Messages" is "very relaxing, and
it's fun to be involved with a
group of singers who really care
about singing," she said.
Patterson also asked Lisa
Brandt '05 to join "Messages"
partly for her skills as a leader
among musical groups, in addition to her vocal talent. Brandt is
involved in many musical groups
and enjoys the "relaxed atmosphere," and lack of pressure in
this new group.
Performing in conjunction with
A Round of Monkeys, Messages
will make their debut at the holiday party in Lowry Center Dec.
10 at 9 p.m.
'

Concert Review

Liz Miller "speechless " after Pixies concert

.

Cleveland Institute of Art
11141 East Blvd.
University Circle
Cleveland, Ohio

A Christmas Carol
Now through 1223

Curtain times vary
The Great Lakes Theater
Festival presents its annual
production of Charles
Dickens' classic Christmas
story.
For information, visit:
www.greatlakestheater.org
Ohio Theatre
Playhouse Square Center
1501 Euclid Ave.
Suite 300
Cleveland, Ohio

By Liz

remained a staple of college
radio and music libraries of

Miller

News Editor

name-droppi-

I experienced

hipsters for years

ng

a
to follow.
feeling on Nov. 20 in (of all
The
set
and a new wave of name-droplaces in the world) Detroit,
MichiganrOn a stage inrfronfoF ping college-ag- e
hipsters conrelics of the
me were ghost-lik- e
verged in Detroit and in many
alternative music explosion (back
other cities across the US and
the ones Canada this fall (and will continue
when it was good)
who Kurt Cobain looked to with
to do so into this winter) to see the
such reverence, the Alpha and
ones who inspired Cobain to basithe
Omega of modern music
cally try to rip them off. (Cobain
Pixies.
was quoted in a legendary January
f ing
The Pixies formed in 1986 after
1994 Rolling Stone article as saytwo college dropouts from Boston
ing "I was basically trying to rip
(Charles Thompson ne'e Black
off the Pixies.") I was speechless
when I left the venue and upon
FrancisFrank Black and Joey
Santiago) recruited legendary
trying to reflect I still found
the
bassist Kim Deal (also of
myself grasping for words.
Breeders in later years) and drumThe beginning of the show was
somewhat of a letdown, indicative
mer David Lovering. Though they
broke up in 1992 following the
of my feelings on alternative
it has faded
music as a whole
release of their fourth album,
and
(1991)
into manufactured nothingness
Trompe Le Monde
and carries no meaning. The
U2's Zoo TV tour, for which they
Pixies opened With what I normal- were the' opening act,' the' Pixies
Nirvana-lik- e

thirty-to-forty-year--

oid

p-

.

ly find to be a stellar song, "Wave
of Mutilation" from their sophomore effort "Doolittle," but it
lacked the power that it can carry
on even the worst car stereo system. Frank Black's guitar intra
was too
acting as a sacrilegious mocking
of what could have been a divine
experience for the crowd who
very obviously anticipated witnessing something more than that.
They pounded out a few more,
never stopping save Kim Deal's
occasional thank you in between
songs, all in the same half-asse-d
fashion as the one that preceded
it. Then
out of nowhere
there was a spark, a new life. I
think I noticed it first when they
played "Where is My Mind," a
song that sent the entire crowd
into a frenzy. I had thought for
sure they would have saved this
one for a finale, but instead it
served as a power-puncpart of a
perfect combination to revive the
sldw7thel-enitioiralmosr-

"

h,

show and reaffirm my belief in
the quartet.
The song began a crescendo
including a verof classics
sion of "Hey" where Black
Francis teased the crowd with
..a.
imriliv
me opening woru vuinc
i : ) aim
then let Kim Deal play the initial bass note but then left the
members of the crowd on the
edges of their seats as they
waited for the next line "... been
tryin' to meet you." There was
also a rendition of "Vamos"
where Joey Santiago, using a
drumstick as a bow, made his
guitar wail like a possessed
cello.
They even played
"Broken Face." (Sorry, you need
to pick up a copy of "Surfer
Rosa" to understand that .one.)
Someone I know said she
offered to sell her soul to the
devil if the Pixies ever got back
together. Well, that was a sale
well worth the price, I suppose.
L6ng live rock and roll. ' " '
.

For information, visit:
www.cia.edu
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Sports Boxers

Scots slay the gasping Gators

The sweet team, the puck, and

the crap
We would like to welcome back

everyone
from good
Thanksgiving break!

40
,J

k'J

ole
-

We

don't

know

about

you, but we're
certainly happy
to be back in

It's
nice to finally
mckcross
be able to kick
jeeyvavra
back and relax
a little, with all that extra work the
professors give to finish off the
semester. Now, on to sports.
We want to send out a special
congratulations to the Fighting
Scots football team for a tremendous season. After going 10-- 0 in
the regular season to dominate
the NCAC, the Scots made it to
the second round of the national
playoffs. Everyone knows that .
you cannot single out one person
as the key player of that team
you guys were all stellar.
However, we do want to give a
little shout out to one of our buddies, and one of those integral
parts of the team. We're talking
about no. 38 in your programs,
no. 1 in your hearts
David
Puckett. (Just so you know, he
likes to be called one of three
names: David, Dave, or Pucky. If
you see him around, make sure
you whisper' at the adolescent
2004 Nick Jones.)
Pucky has proven to be one of
the best fullbacks in the history of
the universe and a definite stud
6n special teams. We've both had
the pleasure of living with Dave,
and let us tell you, it sucked in the
most delightful of ways. One of
our fondest memories of David
was from two years ago when he
made the sorriest, most pathetic
and definitely most jake attempt
to kick game to the girl working
at Subway.
"I'll have a meatball sub and ...
your number." To our delight, the
Subway girl responded with a
special, "Umm, what kind of
cheese?" Good one. Puck. We
love David Allen Puckett and,
given the chance, you would too.
However, you may not love his
choice in sports teams, as Pucky
is . a . .doo-doBrowns fari.
y

o.

Woo-tow- n.

.

Speaking of which, did anyone
catch that game? That game was a
defensive struggle between the
two powerhouses of Cleveland
and Cincinnati. I mean, WOW!
Back and forth, all game. And
just when we thought it couldn't
get any better, the Browns choked
when they were oh so close. We
almost baked some brownies in
our pants, we were so excited to
finally see the Browns win. But
alas, they ended the game in typical Browns fashion
with a loss.
But on a serious note, folks, we
recently heard a touching story
about a young boy whose parents
were divorcing and he had to
choose who he wanted to live
with. When the judge asked,
"Would you like to live with your
mom or your dad,?" the boy said,
"Neither. They both beat me."
The judge said, "Well, how about
your aunt?" The little boy said,
"No. She beats me even more
than my parents."
The judge, starting to run out
of possibilities, said, "Well, what
about your grandparents?
Do
you want to live with them?"
The little boy responded, "No
way. They beat me the most out
of anybody." The judge, now
completely
ran
distraught,
through all the remaining possibilities in his head.
After a few weeks of deliberation, custody was given to the
Cleveland Browns, because they
just can't seem to beat anybody
(this story is from the AOL Instant
Messenger user
Duo Gw 60.
Joey found it on his away message. Thanks, man).

'

Molly Rallo

By David Murray
Sports Editor

w

The College of Wooster
women's basketball team entered

their North Coast Athletic
Conference
opener against
Allegheny College with something to prove. For a team that
returned 10 letter winners,
including seven with starting

.

-

That's pretty touching, isn't
it, Joey? You know what, Nick,
I'm just glad they found a safe
home for the little boy.
You can look for yours truly,
N Creezy, in the second row at

the upcoming Browns game,
when they take on his beloved
New England Patriots. People
have told Nick (Cross), "Be
careful. The Browns fans are
for real." He responds, "Don't
By: Joey
sing it. Bring it."
"I hate that Bob Barker " Vavra
and Nick "Da Doing Doing
Doing.". Cross v.'.

surge by the Scots the game
battle with the
became a see-salead frequently changing hands.
With 10:21 remaining the Gators
lead slip away
say their 45-4- 3
and they were never able to make
a late charge.
With a minute left in the game
it appeared that the Scots would
open up conference play undefeated.' Just as that thought began

experience, it was a slap in the
face that their peers picked them
in the preseason poll to finish
sixth in the conference.
The determination to prove
their naysayer was evident as the
Scots' offense exploded from the
gate as they raced to an 11-- 4
lead. What increases the impres-siveneof this early outburst
was that the team was playing
without injured player Michelle
Hall '06 who was sitting out this
contest with an ankle injury.
The early lead that the Scots
had captured steadily dwindled
as the Gators chomped their way
to get back in the contest with an
11-- 2
run of their own.
Until halftime the contest was
a back and forth game that had
the audience riveted and on the
edge of their seat in anticipation. With five lead changes in
the first half, every possession
was crucial.
The Gators jumped out to a six
point lead making the contest 25-1- 9
with 5:06 remaining. It

to cross people's minds they

free throws to send the game into
overtime. The first two attempts
made a harsh metallic sound as
they clanged off the rim. The
Gators only chance was to miss
the last shot on purpose and hope
for a miracle. No miracle was to
be found in Timken Gynasium as
Alexis Loutitt '05 gobbled up
the rebound and preserved the
victory.
Carly Loehrke '07 led the way

ss

Vwki Meyer '06 dribbles the

start off the season

Unfortunately ,for Besancon
her hot hand quickly iced over as
she was one for eight overall and
one for five outside the three
point arch.
Wooster's lead at halftime can
be attributed to their defensive
intensity. They contested every
shot and hounded the Gators
forcing them to shoot a woeful
28.6 percent.
Second half began similar to
the first with Wooster increasing
its lead to eight. After the initial

0

ball past her defender to help the Scots
Joel Servillo).

in the NCAC (Photo by

were quickly brought back to
reality after the planets aligned
and an Allegheny player heaved
up a prayer and it was answered
as the ball kissed off the backboard and dropped through the
net cutting Wooster's lead to
three.
With eight seconds remaining
and the Scots clinging to a three

appeared that Allegheny was
going to pull away, but the Scots
rallied with an 11-- 3 run. One of-th- e
spark plugs that ignited the
run was a super trio by Beth
Besancon '07. The three pointer
helped fuel the Scots to a 30-2- 8
halftime lead.

1--

-

point lead
down the court in hopes of tying
.

theGatorS-charg-

ed

the game. The Gators found an
open teammate who launched up
a three and was fouled by Natalie
Barone '06.
All the Allegheny player needed to do was convert on all three

for the Scots with her 18 points
and 13 rebounds. Loutitt also
was a factor on the boards with
her 10 rebounds with four of
them being offensive.
Barone was the second leading
scorer with 11 points, but her
impact of the game was felt on
the defensive end. She constantly harrased Allegheny and
their offense which is evi- dis-.rupt-

dent through

her team high

seven steals.
The Scots look to build on their
momentum as they travel to
Kenyon on Dec? 4 and try to
improve their NCAC record to
The Ladies are currently
2-- 0.

3-- 0.

Where do they find
these people?
"If history repeats itself,

I

should think we can expect
the same thing again."
Terry. Venabfes ,.
--

ed
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Wooster kicks offseason in dominating fashion
By Molly Rallo
Sports Editor

the Polar Bears 74-6- 9 in the championship game, Wooster now
holds a 6 edge in the rivalry.
With 1:20 remaining in the
close match-uOhio Northern
was able to take the lead 69-6- 8
after Ryan Lee '07 made a backdoor lay-uWooster answered
7--

The Fighting Scots men's basketball team started off the season
right by winning the Al Van
WieRotary Classic and going 0
in the OACNCAC Challenge.
After winning their first four
games in a dominating fashion,
Wooster has moved themselves
up to 3 in the d3hoops.com
national rankings.
The team's first win came
against Ohio Dominican in the Al
Van WieRotary Classic as the
Scots were able to upend the
Panthers 82-7It was a close
game throughout until Wooster
was finally able to pull away with
6:15 remaining in the second half.
Thanks to Tom Port '06 and Tim
Vandervaart '07 both scoring a
crucial four points in an 0 run,
the Panthers were never able to
get within four points the rest of
the way.
Port led the Scots with 20
points and seven rebounds, followed by Blake Mealer '05 with
s,
18 points, including three
and James, Cooper '08
off the bench with 12 points and
five rebounds. The win against
Ohio Dominican led them to the
championship game against the
Ohio Northern Polar Bears.
The two Div. Ill Ohio powerhouses have met seven times in
the past 13 seasons, four of those
games being decided by less than
10 points. With the Scots beating

p,

2--

p.

move to the basket and scored on
shot to extend the
an
lead to three points. The Polar
Bears had a chance to tie it with a
three-poiattempt, but it did not
fall as Witucky came up with the
defensive rebound. He was quickly fouled by Ohio Northern and
off-balan-

ce

nt

three assists.
to Ohio Northern's Nate Lieb '06
In the following game against
and the rest of the tournament team
Capital University held at Ohio
included Zach Allender '08 from
Wesleyan University, the Scots
Campellsville, Donta Patterson '06
once again showed their domifrom Ohio Dominican and Lee
nance as they defeated the
from Ohio Northern.
Wooster held a
Prior to the tournament, the Crusaders 83-7balanced attack as four individuScots had three tough exhibition
als scored in double digits. Port
games in which they took a loss in
led the offense with 21 points and
all three. Justin Bradley '07 feels
a team high three assists,
as though those three games and
Vandervaart had 17 points with a
losses helped them even more in
the tournament games.
team high eight rebounds, Cooper
scored 16 points while hitting two
"Losing in preseason just made
and Schlingman
us realize we weren't where we
rallied up 10 points, going 9
wanted to be as a team, and just
'
from the free throw line.
made us work harder to prepare
In both the match-up- s
the Scots
for the season and win the tournatheir opponents
ment," said Bradley.
41-3- 0
and 34-3respectively.
The Scots were flying high as
With the Scots rebounding the
they entered the OACNCAC chalway they are and shooting from
lenge which features two teams
the floor with a high percentage,
from each conference in Ohio who
match-u- p
to decide which the "betthey are going to be a hard team to
is.
in
beat. After proving themselves in
the state
ter" conference
the first four games of the season,
Capital University held the first
it is no wonder why the Scots are
on
two games of the match-u- p
ranked third in the nation.
Saturday Nov. 27 where Wooster
"In a way it puts more pressure
took on the Mount Union Purple
on us to perform because that's
Raiders and Capital took on Ohio
third ranking something our
Wesleyan University.
the
In Saturday's match-uopponents see. Everyone is going
to be ready to play us and teams
Scots were easily able to defeat
win.
are going to be playing their best
Mount Union in a 79-6- 9
games against us, but we are up
Bradley showed his dominance as
career-higfor the challenge," said Bradley.
h
27 points,
he scored a
Wooster
3
travels to Ohio
at the
going an impressive
Wesleyan to take on the Battling
free throw line, against the Purple
Bishops Saturday Dec. 4 at 4
Raiders. Schlingman scored 11
p.m..It will be the Bishops first
points going 8 from the floor
NCAC game and their
while Devin Fulk '08 came off the
record is
bench to contribute 11 points and
3.

three-pointe-

rs

8--

s

1

5.

out-rebound-

ed

4,

8--

T

'

'

-

-

-

Horn '07 attempts to penetrate during an NCAC contest
against Denison Dec. 1 (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).

Andy

Van

after a missed shot by Kyle
Witucky '06 and an offensive
rebound by Port who was able to
go back up strong and get fouled
during his effort. Port made both
free throws to take the lead 70-6- 9
with 1:06 remaining in the contest.
After a great defensive stand by
the Scots, forcing Ohio Northern
to take a bad shot, Wooster
regained possession and started
working the clock. With just :21
remaining on the game clock,
Andy Van Horn '07 made a nice

three-pointer-

with ice water running through his
veins, sunk in two free throws to
seal the title.
The Scots had four players in
double digits as they were led by
Witucky with 15 points, Matt
Schlingman '05 and Van Horn with
13 points and Port with 10 points
and a team high nine rebounds.
Witucky was named the Al Van
WieRotary Classic's MVP while
Port and Van Horn joined him on
the
team. The
defensive MVP award was given
all-tournam-

ent

p,

13-1-

5--

non-conferen-

ce

2-- 3.

Impressive performance obvious in swim meet
By Michelle Erickson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster men's
swimming and diving team lost
their first dual meet of the season
to Westminster College just before
the Thanksgiving weekend. The
women's swimming and diving
team won their fourth straight
dual meet of the season, racing
past the visitors by a score of 122-10- 1
winning nine total events on
the afternoon.
The women's team was led by
veterans Kim Chambers '06 and
Liz Whittam '05 as they totaled
three individual titles and a second

'

place between the two of them.
Chambers captured victories in
the 200 freestyle and 200 backstroke while Whittam finished a
close second behind her teammate
in the 200 backstroke before winning the 200 breaststroke.
Adrienne Smith '07, Amanda
Bailey '08 and Elizabeth Roesch
'05 all claimed individual victories winning the 50 freestyle,
1000 freestyle and 500 freestyle
respectively.
The Scots also
claimed a victory in the 200 medley relay to open the meet on a
winning note for the victors.
The men were led by Dan
Noble '07 who cruised to two vic

tories, winning the 200 IM and the
50 freestyle. Noble finished the 50
freestyle with a blistering time of
48.96 seconds.
On the diving end Alex Guavin
'08 was a double winner as he
took both the one meter and
three-met-

er

events. Teammate

Todd Koenig '06 finished a close
second in both events.
Matt Dominski '08 also won an
individual title as he touched the
wall ahead of the competition in
the 200 butterfly while the 200
medley relay also claimed a victory for the Scots.
In the end the Scots were unable
to hold on. for a victory losing

127-10however the team is
vastly improved over last year
121-7- 8
which
lost
against
Westminster College.
The teams have been working
hard though to prepare for the
Wooster Invite which will be
held this weekend in the Ellen
Shapiro Natatorium at Wooster
High School.
"The invite is going to be exciting because we have the opportunity to swim against teams that are
not in our conference" said
Shannon Mclntyre '06.
The women's team dominated
the competition last year winning
the event against a 10 team field,
4;

the men's team finished third
and
behind Case Western
Ashland University.
This event is one of the biggest
of the season for the Scots and
will close out the first half of their
season. Wooster often uses this
meet to qualify for the NCAA Div.
Ill National Championships
which will be held at the end of
the season. Individuals may qualify based on time throughout the
whole swimming season.
The event will feature 10 different teams, several from NCAA'
Div. II. The meet will take place
over three days as it starts on
Friday and continues until Sunday.
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Scot's mental mistakes prove costly in defeat
By Chris Sweeney
Staff Writer

off of

The Wooster Scots lost their
first game of the season in a
heartbreaking 14-- 7 defeat to the
Carthage Redmen.
The biggest problem for the
Scots was turnovers. All year the
Scots have set records on
offense, this week they set a .
school record that no team would
want to set for most lost fumbles
in a game. The five fumbles com-

failed fake punt by

a

Carthage with less then a minute
in the half, Wooster then proceeded to drive down the field
off of a 31 -- yard pass and then a
four yard run by Schafer cutting

Sutton had another big game,
rushing for 209 yards, 29 receiving yards, and five touchdowns,
setting a NCAA Div. Ill record for
n
most touchdowns in a

,

post-seaso-

ds,

22-yar-

ds

ds

Carthage came out swinging
first quarter, when they
returned the opening kickoff 94
yards for a touchdown taking an
0
early
lead. Wooster's
offense couldn't get it going
fumbling the ball away and
throwing an interception.
in the

7--

In the second quarter, Schafer
was hit hard and stripped of the
ball. Carthage recovered and ran
it back 11 yards for their second
touchdown of the game taking a
14-- 0
lead. The Scots capitalized
--

10-ya-

rd

7-- 7.

65-ya- rd

--

,V'

37-ya-

--

31-yar- ds

rd

41-2-

14-1-

Keith Adams '07 looks to pick off a pass from the opposing quarterback in the 4 loss to Carthage (Courtesy of OPI).
7-1-

game. Schafer led the passing
game going 10 for 19 with one
interception and 129 yards.
Richie McNally '05 accounted for 59 of the receiving yards
being the top target. As the
kicker, McNally made both of

14-- 7.

The second half was all
defense, Carthage had the opportunity to put the game away with
two field goals, missing a
field goal and choosing not to
kick one when faced with a fourth
and goal on the Wooster seven
yard line. With less then two minutes to play, Wooster took over at
their own
Bob Reiff '07 was forced to
take over the quarterback position
due to an injury to Schafer. The
Scots drove down to the Carthage
line but when faced with
fourth down, Reiff threw the ball
up for grabs and was picked off to
seal up Carthage's trip to the tournament quarterfinals.
On a more optimistic note, last
week the Scots won their first
ever playoff gameln school his
tory over the Aurora Spartans 4 1 -34. The second seeded Scots
faced a nail biting fourth quarter.
44-ya-

seven-yard-lin-

49-ya-

rd

the Wooster field goals. Aurora
put; up 320 offensive yards
against the Wooster defense,
and accounted for five sacks
and an interception.

e.

TOT-FFG-FG-

Sara Perry.
Maria Gonzalez.....
Natalie Barone..v
Alexis Loutlit
Carly Loehrke
Vicki Meyer.
Beth Besancon
23 Heather Moore.......

a

Totals

CO

3-P-

G

FG-FG-

A

20
22
25
40
42
03
05

VO

blows

exchanged

throughout the quarter until the
mark when Wooster
drove down
and scored
field
off of McNally's
goal going into the second half
down 20-1The third quarter consisted of
more defense, neither team
two-minu- te

64-yar-

ds

31-ya-

rd

7.

The Scots tackled the Allegheny Gators
in their NCAC debut
FT-FT-

3--

5

1- -1

0

0-- 0

0

1--

A

.

0-- 0
1- -3

REBOUNDS
OF DE TOT
1
1
0
5
9
4
3

2-4

0-- 1

11

.

0-- 1

8-- 15

0-- 0

1- -1

1- -8

2-- 2

championship since 1934 when
they were still in the Ohio
Athletic Conference (O AC).
"This was the best team we
ever had, first time we've made
the playoffs so overall a very
good season," said Cline, "but
we felt we could have won the
last game, we didn't go out the
way we wanted to."
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3-1-
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Upcoming Games
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4

0-- 0
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7
9
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4-- 7

0-- 0

1- -5

0-- 2

,

T

A

4-1-

4-1-
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their first outright conference

Sports Data

rd

I-

--

Defenses

7.

7--

13-pl- ay

the lead to

rd

0.

--

1-4-"-

80-yar-

58-yar-

turnovers on Wooster's first two
possessions. The Spartans then
drive into the
mounted a
end zone for the first score of the
game. Wooster responded fast
with a 61 yard drive capped off
touchdown
by Sutton's one-yar- d
run to tie the game up
Aurora would not' stop though,
and on the next possession they
drove right back down capping
off the drive with an 1 1 yard pass
for a touchdown, however
Wooster blocked the extra point
so Aurora only took a 13-- 7 lead.
Sutton capped off the first quarter
run for a touchwith a
down to tie the game up,
McNally then sunk the extra
3
point giving Wooster a
lead after the first quarter.
The offensive duel died down
in the second and third quarters,
Aurora scored early off of a
71 yard drive capped off by
touchdown pass giva two-yar- d
lead.
ing Aurora a 20-1- 4
28-ya-

bined with two interceptions
gave the Scots a total of seven
turnovers in the game.
The offense managed 215 total
yards, 160 of them accounted by
Tony Sutton '05 in his last college game. Justin Schafer '07
went five for 17 accounting for
64 passing yards.
Carthage's offense didn't score
the entire game, their special
teams returned a kick for a touchdown and the defense scored off
of one of the five fumbles. The
Wooster defense held Carthage's
offense to a dismal
rushpassing and
ing. Combined, both defenses
forced 10 sacks at five each.
"It's not always easy to tell
why you lost, but our special
teams gave up a touchdown,"
said Tim Cline '05.

scored until Wooster took a 24-2- 0
lead off of Sutton's
run
49
seconds left in the third.
with
For the first 10 minutes of the
fourth quarter, the only scoring
was a McNally field goal to
extend Wooster's lead to 27-2With less than five minutes to
play, Aurora went for a fourth
and one and ended up in the end
run to tie
zone off of a
27.
the game at
Wooster then responded on the
next drive off of a 41 yard Sutton
run for a touchdown. Aurora then
punted on their next drive setting
up another Sutton touchdown run
out,
this time from
pushing Wooster's lead to
Aurora would score again with
2:01 left to play.
Wooster's win and loss finishes
off their season 111 overall and
in the NCAC. Wooster won
0
their first ever outright NCAC
conference championship and

Aurora's defense, forced two

but stood alive to get the win.
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Swimming and Diving Wooster
Invitational
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Men's Basketball
Ohio Wesleyan
4 p.m.
University
Women's Basketball
Kenyon
1
p.m.
Swimming and Diving Wooster
Invitational
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TOTAL FG
t.
FG

1st Half:

FThrow

1st Half:

3-P-

1st

11-3-

Half:.

3

2-- 8

6-1-

1

33.3
25.0
54.5

2nd Half:
2nd Half:
2nd Half:

13-3141-

.9

U
6-- 9

25.0
66.7

Game: 37.5
Game: 25.0
Game: 60.0

Women's Basketball vs. Westminster,
Pa
7:30
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Score by Periods
Allegheny College
College of Wooster.
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1st 2nd

Total
28 31 - 59
30 33
63

8

Women's Basketball
Grove City
5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Oberlin
7:30 p.m.

